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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Hanson [l] has obtained Kuhn-Tucker sufficient optimality 
criteria in nonlinear programming problems involving a class of functions 
with prescribed nonlinear bounds. Based on his idea, we define the following 
functions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A differentiable numerical function 0 defined on a set 
C c R” is said to be q-convex at x* E C if 3 a function ~(x, x*) defined on 
C X C such that 
t?(x) - qx*> > q’(x, x*) vqx*> for all x E C. (1.1) 
0 is said to be v-convex on C if 3 a function ~(x,, x2) defined on C X C such 
that 
0(x,) - 0(x,) > $(x1, x,) ve(x,) for all xi, xz E C. U-2) 
If we have strict inequality in (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, then 8 is said to 
be q-strictly convex at x* and v-strictly convex on C, respectively. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A differentiable numerical function 8 defined on a set 
C c R” is said to be r-quasiconvex at x* E C if 3 a function r,~(x, x*) defined 
on C x C such that 
e(x) & e(x*) 2 q’(x, x*) ve(x*) < 0 for all x E C. 
0 is said to be r-quasiconvex on C if 3 a function ~(x,, x2) defined on C x C 
such that 
for all x,, x2 E C. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A differentiable numerical function 0 defined on a set 
Cc R” is said to be q-pseudoconvex at x* E C if 3 a function ~(x, x*) 
defined on C x C such that 
q(x, x*) ve(x*) 2 0 a etx) 2 e(x*) for all x E C. 
0 is said to be q-pseudoconvex on C if 3 a function v(xl, x,) defined on 
C x C such that 
for all x,, x2 E C. 
DEFINITION 1.4. An m-dimensional vector function g = (g, , g, ,..., g,) 
defined on Cc R” is said to be q-convex, q-strictly convex, q-quasiconvex, 
q-pseudoconvex at x* E C (on C) if each gi is r-convex, q-strictly convex, V- 
quasiconvex, q-pseudoconvex at x* E C (on C). 
In Section 2, we obtain the interrelations between these functions and 
convex, quasiconvex and pseudoconvex functions. 
In Section 3, a number of sufficient optimality criteria are obtained for 
nonlinear programming problems involving classes of q-convex, v- 
quasiconvex and q-pseudoconvex functions. 
2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every d@erentiable convex function is q-convex but the 
converse is not true. 
Proof By taking q(x,, x,) =x1 -x2 and using Theorem 6.1.2 of [5], it 
can be seen that every differentiable convex function is t]-convex. However, 
the converse is not true, as can be seen from the following Example. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. The function 8: [0,7r/2 [ + R defined by 8(x) =x + sin x 
is fj-convex on [0, n/2 [ where q is given by ~(xr, x7) = 
(sin x, - sin x,)/cos x2 but 0 is not convex because for x1 = 7r/4, x, = 7c/6, 
Q4 - 4x*) iI?- (x1 - x*>‘V@z)* 
THEOREM 2.2. Every differentiable strictly convex function is q-strictly 
convex but the converse is not true. 
ProoJ By taking ~(x,, x2) = x, - x2 and using Theorem 6.2.2 of 151, it 
can be seen that every differentiable strictly convex function is r-strictly 
convex. However, the converse is not true, as can be seen from the following 
Example. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. The function &]O,n/2[+R defined by 
0(x) = -x + cos x is q-strictly convex on IO, 11/2[ where q is given by 
~(x,, x2) = (cos x2 - cos x,)/sin x2 but 6’ is not strictly convex because for 
x1 = ~(6, x2 = 7114, 
w,) - 0(x2) t (x1 -x2)’ w,). 
THEOREM 2.3. Every difSerentiable quasiconvex function is T,J- 
quasiconvex but the converse is not true. 
Proof: By taking ~(x,, x2) = x1 -x, and using Theorem 9.1.4 of [5], it 
can be seen that every differentiable quasiconvex function is q-quasiconvex. 
However, the converse is not true, as can be seen from the following 
Example. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. The function 8: [0, n] + R defined by B(x) = sin3x is q- 
quasiconvex on [0, rr] where g is given by ~(x,, x2) = cos x,(sin x, - sin x2) 
but 8 is not quasiconvex because for x, = 37r/4, x, = n/4, 0(x,) = 0(x,) and 
(x1 - x,)' ve(x,) > 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Every pseudoconvex function is q-pseudoconvex but the 
converse is not true. 
Proof: By taking ~(x,, x2) = x1 -x2 and using the Definition 9.3.1 of 
[5], it can be seen that every pseudoconvex function is q-pseudoconvex. 
However, the converse is not true, as can be seen from the following 
Example. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. The function 0: C -+ R defined by e(x) =x1 + sin x2 
where C c R2 is given by 
C = {x E R2: 4x; + 4x; - 9 < 0, x,, x2 > 0) 
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is q-pseudoconvex where the function q is given by 
sin xi - sin 24, 
r(x, u) = 
cos u, i 1 sin x2 - sin u2 cos u* 
and x = (xi, xJ, u = (u,, u2) but 0 is not pseudoconvex because for 
x = @/3,0), u = (z/6,743), 
(x - u)‘VL9(u) = 0 and e(x) < e(u). 
THEOREM 2.5. Every q-convex function is q-quasiconvex for the same 
function q but the converse is not true. 
Proof. It readily follows from the definitions of r,r-quasiconvex and q- 
convex functions that every q-convex function is q-quasiconvex for the same 
function q. However, the converse is not true, as can be seen from the 
following Example. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. The function 0 as defined in Example 2.3 is ?r- 
quasiconvex but not q-convex because for 
x, 2 
4’ 
x2& 
2 8x,) - 0(x2) 2 v(x, y x2) vex,). 
THEOREM 2.6. Every q-convex function is I;l-pseudoconvex for the same 
function 9 but the converse is not true. 
Proof: By applying the definition of q-pseudoconvex in the definition of 
q-convex, it follows obviously that every q-convex function is q- 
pseudoconvex. However, the converse is not true, as can be seen from the 
following Example. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. The function 8: ] - 42,7r/2[ + R defined by 8(x) = 
- cos2 x is q-pseudoconvex where q is given by ~(x,, x2) = 
sin x,(cos x2 - cos x,) but 6’ is not q-convex because for x, = -46, 
x2 = -7q4, 
wd - fw,) h v(x, 9 x2) ve(x,). 
THEOREM 2.7. Every q-strictly convex function is q-convex for the same 
function v but the converse is not true. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. The function 8: ] - 7r/2,742[ -+ R defined by 8(x) = 
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-sin x is v-convex on ]-7r/2,71/2[ where q is given by ~(x,, x2) = 
(sin x, - sin x,)/cos x2 but 9 is not q-strictly convex because 
@I> - e(x*) = rt’(Xl? -4 v&h> for all x, , x2 E C. 
3. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CRITERIA 
Let 8 be a numerical function and g be an m-dimensional vector function 
defined on C c R”. Consider the nonlinear programming problem 
Minimize 8(x) subject to g(x) < 0, x E c. (MP) 
Let X = {x E C( g(x) < 0} denote the set of all feasible solutions of MP. In 
this section, a number of sufficient optimality criteria are obtained in the 
form of the following theorems which do not depend on the convexity of the 
functions involved. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x* E C and let 8 and g be q-convex at x* for the 
same function q. If 3 u$ E R and u* E R” such that (x*, u,*, u*) satisfies 
the following conditions 
v(24; e(x*)) + v(u*fg(x*)) = 0 
g+*> < 0 
u*‘g(x*) = 0 
(u,*,u*)>o, (Ug*,U*)#O 
ug* > 0 
then x* is an optimal solution of MP.* 
Proof. Since 8 is q-convex at x*, therefore, for any x E X 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
O(x) - 0(x*) > q’(x, x*) vqx*> 
= +(x,x*) V ($g(x*)i (by (3.1) and (3.5)) 
>“*I @ (dx*) -g(x)) 
>-$g(x) (by (3.3)) 
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Hence f?(x) 2 13(x*) for all x E X. Also x* E X by (3.2), therefore x* is an 
optimal solution of MP. 
The sufficiency Theorem 2.1 of Hanson [ 1 ] now follows from the above 
Theorem 3.1 and can be restated as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let x* E C and let 0 and g be q-convex at xx for the 
same function q. If 3 u* E R” such that (x*, u*) satisfies the following con- 
ditions 
&9(x*) + V(u”’ g(x*)) = 0 (3.6) 
&*) < 0 (3.7) 
u*‘g(x*) = 0 (3.8) 
IA*>0 (3.9) 
then x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1 above, since u* > 0, g(x*) < 0 and 
u*‘g(x*) = 0, we have that 
UT g*(x*) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. (3.10) 
If I= {ilgi(x*)=O} and J={ilgi(x*)<O}, then IUJ= {1,2,...,m} and 
(3.10) gives that UT = 0 for i E J. It is obvious then from the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 that q-convexity of g, at x* is all that is needed instead of q- 
convexity of g at x* as was assumed in the theorem above. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x* E C and let 0 be q-convex at x* and g .be g- 
strictly convex at x* for the same function q. If 3 u,f E R and u * E R m such 
that (x*, u,*, u*) satisfies (3.1)-(3.4) of Theorem 3.1, then x* is an optimal 
solution of MP. 
ProoJ Let I and J be as defined in Remark 3.1. Then (3.2~(3.4) yield 
the relations 
UT gi(X*) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Hence u) = 0 for i E J. Thus (3.1) and (3.4) may be written as 
Uo*v8(X*) + C UFvgi(X*) = 0 
isI 
and 
(uo* 9u:) > 0, (u,*, u:> # 0 
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which give that 
has no solution x E C. (3.11) 
We assert that e(x) > 0(x*) for all x E X. If possible let 3 x0 E X such that 
B(xO) < qx*>. (3.12) 
Since x0 E X, therefore 
&(X0) < 0 = gl(x*). (3.13) 
The functions 0 and g, are q-convex and q-strictly convex, respectively, at 
x*, therefore (3.12) and (3.13) yield the inequalities 
0 > e(xa) - e(x*) > fjf(xo, x*) ve(x*) (3.14) 
0 h&(X”> -&(x*) > v(xO,x*) v&(x*>. (3.15) 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) show that x0 is a solution of the system 
q’(x, x*) ve(x*) < 0 
v’(x, x*> v&(x*> < 0 
which is a contradiction to (3.11). Therefore e(x) 2 0(x*) for all x E X. 
Hence x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
Remark 3.2. In Theorem 3.2, we have seen that ~7 = 0 for i EJ. It is 
obvious then from the proof of the theorem that q-strict convexity of g, at x* 
is all that is needed instead of n-strict convexity of g at x* as was assumed 
in the theorem. 
Mangasarian [4] has speculated that pseudoconvexity of 0 and quasicon- 
vexity of g are the weakest conditions that can be imposed so that the 
conditions (3.6~(3.9) are sufftcient for optimality. It will be shown in the 
next theorem that these conditions are also sufficient for optimality when 8 is 
q-pseudoconvex and g is q-quasiconvex. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let x* E C and let Z be as defined in Remark 3.1. Let 8 
be q-pseudoconvex at x* and g, be q-quasiconvex at x* for the same function 
q. Zf 3 u* E Rm such that (x*, u*) satisfies conditions (3.6)-(3.9) of 
Corollary 3.1, then x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
Proof. It can be shown as in Remark 3.1 that 
uf=O for iEJ 
i.e., 
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uJ*= 0. (3.16) 
The function g, is q-quasiconvex at x* and 
&(X) < 0 = & * > for all x E X (3.17) 
therefore a’(~, x*) Vg,(x*) < 0 for all x E X. It now follows from (3.9) and 
(3.16) that 
q’(x, x*) v(u*‘g(x*)) < 0 for all x E X. (3.18) 
Using the above inequality in (3.6), we get 
rf(x, x*) v&x*) > 0 for all x E X 
which by v-pseudoconvexity of 8 at x* implies 
Q) 2 @(x*1 for all x E X. 
Hence x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
The next two theorems use the idea proposed by Mahajan and Vartak [6]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let x* E C. If 3 u* E Rm such that (x*, u*) satisfies 
conditions (3.6~(3.9) of Corollary 3.1 and tfe is n-pseudoconvex at x* and 
the numerical function u;’ g, is n-quasiconvex at x* for the same function n, 
then x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
Proof The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3.3 
except that the argument to get the inequality (3.18) is as follows: From 
(3.17), we obtain 
ul”‘g1(x) < 0 = 24:’ gf(x*) for all x E X 
which yields 
q’(x, x*1 W‘?’ g,(x”)> < 0 for all x E X (3.19) 
on account of q-quasiconvexity of up’g, at x*. On using (3.16) and (3.19), 
we get the inequality (3.18) and we can proceed as in the above theorem to 
prove that x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let x* E C. If 3 II* E Rm such that (x*, u*) satisfie 
conditions (3.6)-(3.9) of Corollary 3.1 and if the numerical function 
0 + u,?’ g, is n-pseudoconvex at x *, then x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
409/105/1-8 
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Proof. The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3.3 
except that the arguments are as follows: From (3.16), uJ*= 0, therefore (3.6) 
can be written as 
vqx*> + V(zq gl(x*)) = 0. 
This can be rewritten in the form 
v’(x, x*> V(@ + uI*’ &>(x*>> = 0 
which gives that 
for all x E X 
(0 + UP’ &)(X> 2 (0 + uP’&>(x*) for all x E X 
on account of q-pseudoconvexity of 0 + u,?’ g, at x*, i.e., 
e(x) + u:‘&(x) > 0(x*) + u:’ gJ(x*) for all x E X. 
It follows from here, by using the definition of I and (3.9), that e(x) 2 0(x*) 
for all x E X. Hence x* is an optimal solution of MP. 
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